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Whether it was a formal, a blood drive, or the Smudge Pot, all of the special events displayed the diverse side of Oxford.
A Different Perspective

It's all in how you look at it...

Oxford, a different perspective for every student. A lot of different and unique perspectives make up students' experiences here at Oxford. Clubs, dorms, sleep, classes, parties, and other events make the two years at Oxford special and unforgettable. What each student makes out of it depends on the student. It can be anything...it's all in how you look at it.

Alex Wancier takes a break from the infamous weiny roast.

What every Oxford student wishes they could be doing, but they never have enough time.

Toria Crichlow helps serve dinner to the Harlem Boys Choir at Lil's.

Adrienne Coleman and Shalle McDonald goofing off in Few Hall.

Tara Wofford thought the mud pit would be a good way to get a facial.
Andy Turke enjoys the new porch of the JRC.

Did you ever think that you would look this stupid during your first week of college?
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L.O. takes Jennifer McDougal, Teresa Ball, Jason Chen, Angie Cobb, and EJRovella to new heights.

While goofing off at L.O., Patrick Massee and David Schwartz sweep Keith Childers off of his feet.

Stephanie Vial shows her pride for Rotaract.
On a cool October evening, Oxford students migrate onto the Quad for a night of fun and games sponsored by various clubs. The options students could choose from included face painting, dunking members of SGA, and the hit of the night, mud wrestling. Many prizes, such as T-shirts and gift certificates were won by the student body. All in all, a great time was had by everyone.
Casino Night

This year Casino night was held twice because it was so much fun. The first was held during NCAAW week and the second was held to celebrate the opening of the Lizard Lounge in the JRC. Oxford students could try their hand at black-jacks, craps, and poker. There were also refreshments and great prizes to end the evening.

Kylie Higgins, Keesh Boyd, Agatha Turner and Kelsey Sykes waiting to scream “black-jack” at Angela Hunter’s table.

Not needing a designated driver, Nile Hull, Asha Beene-Clarke, Toria Crichlow, Chandra Godfrey and Paige Shindledecker thoroughly enjoying their mock-tails.

Come on snake-eyes!!

Andy Turke, EJ Rovella, and David Schwartz claim victory in the mud pit.

Right hand on red...left foot on blue.
Dooley's Wake

In late September, Dooley's Dolls hosted Dooley's annual wake in the tavern. Even though he did not choose to make an appearance, it was a great chance for the new freshman and sophomores to get to know each other. Food as well as great music were provided for everyone to dance to all night long.

"Shhh...you need to get some new lines - none of those will work on me" says Georganne Ganas to another admirer.

Tyler Giles showing his affection for Victor Gonzalez.

Some members of Dooley's Dolls take a few minutes away from dancing to show their pride in Dooley.

Oxford students dancing the night away.

Carrie Barnett, Terri Banks, Natascha Patterson and Nathifa Williams having a great time at Wake.
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Lorri Swain, Neil Shaw, Kylie Higgins and Justin Saunders snuggling up for a picture. Sherri Stinson, Katecia Patterson and Shayna Hoppe worked up a sweat and decided to grab a Coke.

Asha Beene-Clarke, Saida Espinoza and Lorri Alston are enjoying their first Tavern party.

Oxford students heatin' up the Tavern.
Raise your hand if you are sure, Eulas.
Sitting back enjoying a good game of "Guess Who?"

Isabel Amaya, Gretchen Scheldorf, Clay Wooten and Wenny Wigley showing off their togas.

Blood Drive

Twice this year a blood-drive was sponsored by the Red Cross volunteers at Oxford College. Students were able to donate a pint of their blood in exchange for cookies, crackers, and drinks offered by Circle K. Held in the Student Center Rathskeller and in the t.v. room, it was easier for students to donate and to earn an Oxford Studies point at the same time.
For Oxford students, the tavern is the place for many great events. Every Thursday, students have their choice of coffees and cheese-cake at the Smudge Pot. On the weekends, it is home to many great tavern parties and events such as Luau, Dooley’s Wake, and Toga Party.

Marco Ayulo, Jeremy Zedell and Matt Dishner follow the creed - when in Rome... Do as the Romans do.

Josh Stack and Deblois Milledge were a favorite attraction at the Smudge Pot.

Jamie Golden looking forward to her favorite part of giving blood... the cookies.

Melanie Marson lends her support to the Circle K blood drive.

Oxford’s own Village People.
Fall Formal

“The Night on the Nile” was a night for Oxford students to dress up and get down. Everyone danced the night away in the Fox Theatre’s Egyptian Ballroom but made sure to take time out to pose for pictures. The evening was made even more exciting by the appearance of Dooley, his bodyguards, and one of his much-anticipated letters.

David Duley, Beau Giles and Andy Turke spent this Saturday night at the Fox instead of the Hula Hut.

Dooley’s Dolls, Edna Ortiz, Angie Cobb and Linda Forrest, eagerly awaiting the arrival of Dooley.

Where’s Case?

Kristy Geronilla, Ivonne Castro, Sarah Krawiecki and Suzanne Germaneso enjoy their first Oxford formal.

Ade Oguntuye, Anthony Oyogon, Jermaine Thomas, Peter Lowell, Melvin Clements and Trent Spake stand on the side lines as their dates show them how it’s done.
Shannon Stallings tries to convince Dean Moon that blue is the way to go.

John Liotta, Dan Cipperly, Dominic Demichina, Matt Conners and James Lee were left stranded at the dance.

David Comras tells Kalpana Patel that she did a great job organizing formal.

Ken Yim, Jason Chen, and Peter Park enjoy themselves at fall formal.
Fall Play

On November 2-4, 1995, the Oxford Drama Guild presented Le Bourgeois Avant-Garde by Charles Ludlam. It was directed by Clark Lemons and the assistant director was Christel Biltoft. The cast included Jason Ehrlich, Ainsley Busha, Jason Chue, Jennifer Taylor, Natascha Patterson, John Stephens, Stacy Colon, Eulas Horne, Jennifer Bogush, and Yasir Rashid.

Eulas Horne pledging his love to Stacy Colon.

Yasir Rashid questioning Natascha Patterson's singing ability.
Spring Play

For the spring semester the Drama Guild performed Hippolytus by Euripides. This play was directed by Clark Lemons along with Jason Chue as assistant director. It was presented February 29 and March 1-2, 1996. The cast included Jennifer Bogush, Kim West, Eulas Horne, Christine Graf, Shannon Stallings, Mica Hilson, John Stephens, Aman Amin, Stacey Morales, Renee Sweatt, Natascha Patterson, Jen Taylor, Christel Biltroft, Shelly Arrowood, Dominic DeMichina, and Ryan Caster.

Jennifer Bogush with a new hair-do for the spring play.

Stacey Morales, Jennifer Taylor and Shelly Arrowood maintain a solemn face throughout the play.

The cast of Oxford's spring play, Hippolytus.

A nasty fight broke out in the fall play.

Jason Chue giving his heart to Jennifer Bogush.
Dooley's Dolls annually host The Black and White Dance in honor of Dooley's birthday. Music, dancing, and pizzas filled the night for a lot of Oxford students.

Dooley made his appearance accompanied by the Oxford Police along with a unique and definitely unforgettable letter.

Jesse Furr, Maria Gavrilovic and Kasey Cuneo love to show their Haygood bond.

Dooley made a special appearance to his birthday party with bodyguards Frank Scott, Josh Katz, Michael Yates and Gabe Greenberg.

Meredith Debry, Alison Cason, Jennifer Jones and Beth Miertschin showing off their sexy legs.

Oxford students showing their special moves for Dooley.

Two friends, Alison McDonald and Jennifer Carden, show their love for each other.
Dooley's Dolls, Veronica Harper and Shalle McDonald, making sure everyone is excited about Dooley's birthday.

Kevin Frawley and Kenny Geronilla both begging Amy Panter to dance - who will she choose?

A group of friends getting a little crazy during a great Tavern party.

Dario Dieguez showing his excitement when he found out Dooley had finally arrived.

Pawan Singh just doesn’t take “No” for an answer... poor Meg.
Jennifer McDougal having the ride of her life.

Genevieve Vidanes proves there is a "miracle" in her miracle bra.

Oxford Studies

The topic for Oxford Studies during fall semester was religion and science. The book required to be read was The Rebirth of Nature: The Greening of Science and God by Rupert Sheldrake. In the spring semester, the topic was Olympic Games. The book for this semester was The Olympic Games at 100: A Celebration in Pictures.

Eulas Horne, Aaron Rothbone, Michael Yates and Dr. Leinweber singing everyone's favorite Christmas carols.

Natascha Patterson pogoed her way into the hearts of those viewing the fall play.
Leadership Oxford

L.O. is about friends, counselors, helpers, teachers, learners, hikers, runners, trekkers, leaders, climbers, supporters, guiders, followers, lifters, pullers, speakers, and listeners. L.O. is about life. Nothing is more Oxford than L.O...Leadership Oxford

Kalpana Patel, David Duley, Rebekah Vaughn and Ingrid Stack taking a break from LO to have lunch.

The Chosen Ones.

1995. “You can get people to change only by creating opportunities in which they will have experiences that challenge previously held beliefs” quoted Saul Alinsky.

“7 Days 50 People 1 Experience”

-1996 Sophomore Leaders

Angie Cobb trying her best to climb up the mountain.

Chorale dazzling Oxford students with another great performance.

Hoyt Oliver and Julie Sok discussing results of the Oxford Studies quiz.
Darinca Blajic, Jeff Beavers, Tony Carusi, Anne Taylor, May Lee Gong and her date are dressed up for a night on the town.

Terri Lipscomb has a special smile for that mysterious man behind the camera.

The doublemint twins.

Hildie Cohen shying away from the camera.

Rachel Nall helps make The Harlem Boys Choir feel comfortable at Li'l's.
Sophomore Class

The sophomores have the experience of being the before and after participants in the changing perspective of Oxford.
James Lee is known for living life on the edge. However, sometimes he fails to keep his balance.
Erik Larson waits patiently for a return from an unseen tennis partner.

Christine Perlino and Alex Wancier enjoy the cappuccino at the Smudge Pot.
Undoubtedly calling one of his bosses, Chad Sawer managed to have what seemed like five jobs during his sophomore year.

Lucy Bacci and Kim Clapp overcome the stress while hanging out in Lucy's room after classes.
Scott Palyo uses his hidden talents as a landscaper to trim up weeds during a Rotaract service project.

Rita Dianati attempts a smile while still questioning her choices in food at Lil's.
Erin Poe and Madina Vanjaria show how they have become the best of friends since the beginning of the year.

Did he win the fight in the mud pit? By the looks of it, Tony Rivera gave it his best shot.
Beau Giles considers his next move after having just mooched the rest of the Romans at the toga party.

Julie Bird and Angela Miles pick the best alternative to a Sunday dinner.
Preparing for women's history month, Kate Hummel-Glynn hangs a banner in the Student Center.
Adrienne Coleman, Larissa Harris, and Audrey Jones take a break from their PAL duties at the Laff-O-Lympics during Orientation.
The freshmen’s new perspective was beginning with their first year at Oxford and they discovered that life was different on the outside.
Drenched from the rain, Cassie Vitolo does her best to stay cool during the hot Georgia nights.

Evelyn Aaron  Charles Allen  David F. Allen  Lori Almond

Joseph Alonso  Lorri Alston  Isabel Amaya  Aman Amin  Alex Ansaldo  Mike Anzalone

Meg Aronowitz  Shelly Arrowood  Katie Atkins  Marco Ayulo  Brandy Bailey  Mark Bakay

Rosaria Bang  Terri Banks  Carrie Barnett  Britt Barrett  Asha Beene-Clarke  Cameron Bell
Dooley's Wake left many frazzled as is the case with Saida Espinosa.

Alison Hunter shows her pride in being a member of Dr. (Ms.) Bailey's calculus class.
Dario Dieguez  Carey Dobbins  Jason Dollard  Ben Donham  James Brian Duncan  Jeff Dunlap

Larry Eldridge  Megan Elliot  Kimberly Ellison  Sandra Enriquez  Adam Epling  Saida Espinoza

Gina Fall  Mohammad Faruqui  Adam Feldman  Susan Finch  Anthony Florschutz  Lance Freeman

Brian Friedman  Jesse Furr  Tasha Galan

Brian Gallagher  Maria Gavrilovic  Jemmar Geddis

Lakisha Smith, Robrette Vaden, Lucy Tittle, and Lorri Alston enjoy the Olive Garden catered meal sponsored by Rotaract.
Worn out after another long day during Orientation, Michelle Pao, David Zissman, Liana Rothstein, and Amit Khimji stop before heading to their next activity.
Joseph Alonso prepares for his first dive in full gear for scuba class.

Cynthia Wood and Aimee Norman practice their new learned skills on one another for the first aid section of swimming class.
In the midst of after-dinner conversation, Luba Beylina and Courtney Wilson relax following a hearty meal.

Typing fervently at their respective computers, Karhla Santiago and Allan Rashid do their best to be home by midnight.
Comparing fashion tips during formal, Alison McDonald, Elizabeth Mackey, and Cheree Smith leave their dates to mingle.
Christine Graf and Ryan Caster love the laid-back atmosphere of the Smudge Pot on Thursdays.
Rosa Bang tango the night away at the toga party in the tavern.

Supriya Satpathy
Allen Sawyer
Mike Schuler
Adam Sellers

Paige Shindledecker
Mahrow Shula
Masheed Shula
Kevin Shumate
Becky Simon
Andy Soloff

Julie Sok
Alex Sostre
Lakisha Smith
Meredith Smith

Hamlet Spears
Shannon Stallings
Jenell Stanley
John Stephens

Vanessa Walker and Daniel Phelps make sure that Santa knows exactly what they want for Christmas.
Kim West and Andrea Price practice cutting and pasting while making signs for Revision.
Doing what many students do before class, Russell Johnson sits outside of Seney waiting until the last minute to make his way inside.

Mariah Brand and Allyson Bohlen manage to find time to take a break before getting back to their duties as servers at the Rotaract Valentine's dinner.
Genevieve Vidanes and Sandy Ho discover all types of clothes while doing service work with Rotaract.

Tired from the excitement of the tavern, Neil Shaw and Justin Saunders move outside to enjoy the night air.

Clayton Miller, Victor Gonzalez, Max Gunther, Shannon Stallings, Jennifer Jones, Jim Scott, and Aaron Kilts frolic in the snow while on the S.I.R.E. retreat.

Working hard in the equipment room, Kyung Chu and Lamonica Livingston use their free time to study.

Durana Sultan, Mahrow Shula, and Natascha Patterson stop outside of the complex to chat before going inside.
Each student’s “home away from home” provided a vastly different view of living than one had ever seen before.
Leanne German, Archana Chandler, Farah Gilkar, Angela Miles and Laura Bell really enjoy living on First Branham.

Melicent Overton and Portia Whitlow have a great time together and love living so close together.
May Lee Gong and Joelle O'Daniel wait eagerly for E.R. to come on, their favorite T.V. show.

Aimee Norman, Edna Ortiz and Andrea Price love to look at things with different perspectives.

Ashley Willis relaxes after a hard final.

Branham 2


Perspective
Residence Halls
Roommates Amy Panter and Marsha Amin always have a good time when they are together.

Heather Bradford and Olivia Chelko escape the dorms for a break in the sun.

Emily Heath decides on plan B when Lil's is unsatisfactory.

Branham 3

Isabel Amaya, Marsha Amin, Terri Banks, Heather Bradford, Susanna Carrasco, Leigh Champion, Olivia Chelko, Jennifer Clarke, Adrienne Coleman, Stacy Colon, Katherine Davis, Patricia Fernandez Silva, Mary Fish, Beth Heasley, Emily Heath, Rebekah Hong, Clare Kenney, Amie Marcoux, Angela Naik, Rachel Nall, Amy Panter, Michelle Pao, Emily Quintana, Angie Raffinan, Stephanie Reed, Liana Rothstein, Supriya Satpathy, Jennifer Sherman, Erin Till, Hanna Williams, Holli Woods, Daniele Xenos, and Micata Zachery
Amy Anderson, Shelly Arrowood, Dione Bakule, Carrie Barnett, Aimee Baxt, Stephanie Bonsall, Ainsley Busha, Arnetta Byrd, Jennifer Carden, Krysta Clark, Renee Cohen, Toria Crichlow, Meredith Debry, Fiona Galloway, Bora Ju, Esther Kim, Heather Lin, Beth Miertschin, Melissa Mylock, Yuki Ohi, Natascha Patterson, Amy Sams, Karen Santiago, Karhla Santiago, Rachel Shalett, Molly Wilcox, Nathifa Williams, Clare Wilson, Abby Yeun, and Jennifer Zyman

Amy Sams and Toria Crichlow take a break from studying.

Renee Cohen and Jennifer Carden really enjoy being roommates and living on First East.

Fiona Galloway takes a break from helping with Volunteer Oxford.
Alex Sostre gets caught taking a nap by Jennifer Johnson.

Kevin Fahey tries to hold still for a moment to take a picture.


James DeWulf and Tyler Giles just can't keep their shirts on their bodies.
Lakisha Smith takes a break from the outdoor events.

Melanie Marson takes a break from dorm life to relax outside.

Nile Hull and DeCarla McBean always have a great time hanging out in Third East.

East 3

Lorri Alston, Teresa Ball, Asha Beene-Clarke, Allyson Bohlen, Mariah Brand, Mariana Buntchai, Sarah Byers, Lori Call, Sejal Choski, Melissa Daigrepont, Saida Espinoza, Kelly Hall, Nile Hull, Jennifer Johnson, Angela King, Kerry Kirkland, Lamonica Livingston, Melanie Marson, Lakeetra Mason, DeCarla McBean, Paige Shindledecker, Mahrow Shula, Lakisha Smith, Christen Spaar, Kanetia Stepney, Durana Sultani, Julie Szlam, Lucy Tittle, Robrette Vaden, and Rachel Weatherspoon.
Hildie Cohen got caught kissing her inflatable doll, Dean Cain. The famous trio known as Jamangifer, took a weekend retreat to hike in Alabama.

Kristen Bordett, Clay Washington and Burgandi Thompson get ready for a night out on Halloween.

Dickey

A Different …
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Roommates, Anita Mathew and Maggie King are on their way to an Oxford Studies event.

Tony Carusi and Leo Cavazos show us the classic Olan Mills pose.

Salima Amarsi, Meg Aronowitz, Katie Atkins, Marco Ayulo, Britt Barrett, Misty Bateman, Katie Bodycomb, Christopher Burger, Alfred Carmosino, Tony Carusi, Leo Cavazos, Keith Childers, Christopher Covington, Richard Crouch, William Davenport, Jason Dollard, Ben Donham, Charles Dufresne, Beau Ellis, Stacey Foster, Rachel Fountain, Kristina Geronilla, Wesley Gozen, Jeremy Gray, Shayna Hoppe, Darwin Johnson, Amit Khimiji, Margaret King, Rachel Kirby, Phil Lopez, Anita Mathew, Christopher Mills, Sara Nicol, Katecia Patterson, Emil Payawal, Erin Poe, Sagar Potu, Yasis Rashid, Aaron Rathbone, David Richards, Jeffery Rodgers, Frank Scott, Masheed Shula, Taylor Smith, Steven Smith, Aimée Stowe, Genevieve Vidanes, Kimberly West, Erik Wilkinson, Brooke Woodward, and Kimberly Wright

Because of a late night fire alarm, Kimberly West and others were interrupted.
Residents of Dowman, Dutton Miller and Steve Hollosi know the pain of paying hall damages.

Trent Spake gets caught doing his annual load of laundry.

On the porch of Dowman, Jay Chambliss and Hetal Patel take a study break.
Tony Rivera makes a poster for a hall program.

Linda Forrest, Ron Bruno, Dione Bakule, Neda Bolourchi and Carey Dobbins lay out behind Haygood to get some sun.

Jenn Burkart and James Richards piggin' out at the Haygood cookout.

Haygood


A Different...
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Jason Chue, Beth Cleveland, Rita Dianati, Max Gunther, Matthew Hicks, Mica Hilson, Courtney LaCroix, and Stephanie Jones

Stone House

Keesha Boyd, Felicia Brewer, Veronica Harper, Shalle McDonald, Kailei Richardson, and Lorri Swain

Beth Cleveland can study and talk on the phone at the same time.

Shalle McDonald and Veronica Harper visit the Student Center in between classes.

Doing what Oxford students do best, Matthew Hicks studies for a test.

Best friends Tisha Brown and Tica Campbell relax in the Student Center in between classes.

Christy Byrum studies hard in the Rathskellar.
The wide variety of sports offered on campus allowed students to show a unique side of themselves.
Dylan Pettigrew snags the flags of rival Dan Cipperly.

The Haygood team prepares their strategy in a huddle before their next play.

Flag Football

Gridiron Action

As usual, the flag football season was action-packed. The men’s division was very competitive. They all fought very hard to win the title and become the illustrious intramural champions.

Quarterback Amechi Thomas looks for an open teammate.

Men’s Divisions Champions: Yellow Jackets: Row 1: Amechi Thomas, Jemmar Geddis Row 2: John Liotta, Howard Woodard, Corbett Dean, Yusir Rashid, Akin Tuboku-Metzger, Jermine Thomas Row 3: Cameron Bell, Jason Dollard, Mohammad Faruqui

Akin Tuboku-Metzger catches up with the opposition to take his flags.

The Dickey team battles against the Kappa Omega team in their season opener.
Flag Football

Who Says Women Can’t Compete?

Surprisingly, the women of Oxford came out in full force for flag football this year. The sophomores had to look out because the freshmen were out for blood. They competed as if they were old pros. They could have given the men a run for their money.
Soccer

Fancy Footwork

The indoor and outdoor soccer leagues saw fierce competition. Some women even got involved. They joined men’s teams to add the missing link. Overall the intramural soccer tournaments were very successful.

James DeWulf drives past Kevin Frawley.

Outdoor Champs: The Kai: Row 1: Shatul Parikh, Kevin Frawley, J.P. Dyer, David Alevy Row 2: Lance Freeman, John Bradford, Erick Munoz

Trent Spake shows off his talent on the soccer field.

Ta Intkirat denies the opposition’s attempt at a goal.

Pawan Singh tries to stop a goal attempt.

Susana Carrasco fights for possession with J.P. Dyer.
Steve Cho and Ken Yim successfully beat the competition to win the beach volleyball tournament.

Caleb Jay attempts a serve during the beach volleyball tournament.

Beach Volleyball, Badminton & Aerobics

Sand, Birdies and Sweat

Many students enjoyed the warm weather while participating and observing beach volleyball. Badminton was also another intramural success. Students competed to win t-shirts and extra credit points. Along with Audry Jones, there are two other instructors. Emily Howard, and Arden Middlebrooks also did excellent jobs of getting others in shape.
This should be a swimming class instead of a rugby game.

Chris Wang puts the ball into play.

Rugby

Men With Leather Balls

The turnout for Rugby was better than previously thought. Only seven people from last year returned to the team. Enough females showed interest, and a women’s team was organized.

Row 1(kneeling): Bruff Morrow, Eric Zakem, David Conras, Chris Wang, Emil Payawal
Row 2: Jeremy Gray, Al Carmosino, Tony Fiorschutz, Mark Bakay, Jay Chambliss, Andrew Hogg
Row 3: Josh Katz, Matt Durrell, Trent Spake, Chad Lyon, Phil Lopez

Matt Durrell makes a break for it.

A determined Oxford team fights for possession.

Andrew Hogg takes on the entire team.
Basketball

"We Love This Game"

Eight teams entered the basketball tournament. Only seven remained. One team forfeited the remainder of the season. The competition was too fierce. An exciting post season was guaranteed. The Cobras finished the regular season undefeated. However, regular season records meant nothing during the playoffs.
Intramurals

On the Move With Sports

There are many other intramural activities. Spring sports that do not get into the yearbook are softball, and tennis. There are also trips to Hawks, Braves, Knights, and Falcons games. Scuba trips are also sponsored. Students who chose not to participate in the sports could get involved by going one of the many trips.

Dean Murdy gets involved in one of the intramural softball games.

The man behind intramurals, Seth Bussey, makes sure that everything is going smoothly.

Rick Shrader and E.J. Rocella suit up for a dive on their scuba trip.

Amechi Thomas makes a call as an intramural official during a game.
Each student could break free of the "student" perspective and take a view of Oxford through new eyes as a club member.
Alpha Epsilon Upsilon

Established at Oxford in 1906, Alpha Epsilon Upsilon promotes scholastic excellence and fosters friendship among those who earn high scholastic standing. Students who attain a grade-point average of at least 3.75 after one semester, at least 3.50 after two semesters or at least 3.33 after three semesters are eligible for membership.

Amnesty International

Amnesty International is an organization that offers students the opportunity to focus on political and social issues related to human rights issues.
BSA

The purpose of the Black Student Alliance is to create and maintain the Black Identity and cohesiveness on the Oxford campus. It promotes the recognition of a conscious black culture and heritage, and serves as a forum for the study and evaluation of ideas and goals of black people. It also promotes the bridging of racial gaps through education of some facets of the black culture.

Baptist Student Union

The Baptist Student Union (BSU) is a student organization found throughout the United States. BSU provides its members with opportunities for community service, Bible study and worship, and social activities. Its members participate in activities ranging from mission work and clothing drives to putt-putt tournaments and trick-or-treating for canned food. Members of the BSU at Oxford College include both Baptist and non-Baptist students alike, and all are welcome to participate in the fun and fellowship.
The Business Club is a very active organization on the Oxford campus. It is a service club whose primary mission is to give Oxford students an opportunity to learn about how business works by sponsoring speakers, field trips, and possibly internships. Secondly, Business Club helps to prepare students for their transition to Emory Business School. Lastly, it proposes to provide information to Oxford students about different types of business.

The Cardboard Moon is the campus non-fiction magazine. It, along with all the other student publications present students with the chance to write, edit and produce all student publications.
Circle K

Circle K International is a service and social organization designed to help the community of Oxford and the Oxford College campus. The service projects include road beautification projects, campus clean-ups, and adopting a child at Christmas. This year, Circle K sponsored a tavern party and eventually had a barbeque. Circle K, a lot of fun with a lot of friends.

Oxford Chorale

The Oxford Chorale consists of talented students, faculty, and staff who enjoy singing a wide variety of music. The purpose of the chorale is to help develop the artistic interests and abilities of the students. The Chorale provides the campus and the Oxford and Covington community with beautiful music at various times during the year. Along with two concerts per year which are Oxford Studies events, the Chorale also performs at Parents Weekend, Oxford Day, and selected Allen Memorial Church services. Special groups within the Chorale include the Women's Chorus, Men's Chorus, and Madrigal Singers.


Not pictured: Cassandra Haynes, Angela Hunter, Marlis Gildemeister, Lynda Davis, Mr. Ralph Hickman, Chris Burger, Dr. David Leinweber.
College Bowl

College Bowl is an intercollegiate academic sport, and one of Oxford's most successful teams. For those who enjoy the game but not the competition, College Bowl is open to anyone who wants to join practice.

College Republicans

College Republicans offers programs and social events to students in support of the Republican party.
C.O.E.

C.O.E., the Compass Club of Oxford of Emory is a selective leadership and character-building student group. C.O.E. serves the campus and the community while making sure to have lots of fun in the process. Service projects include the Halloween Trick-or-Treat Nite and Easter Egg Hunt for local elementary students.

Conduct Board

Conduct Board is a student-faculty board that hears cases dealing with conduct code violations. The board finds the accused guilty or not guilty based on his/her testimony and the incident report filed.


Matt Owen, David Estrella, Jing-Jing Cardona, Nicole Birch, Amechi Thomas, Kristen Gafrie.
Dooley's Dolls is a social/service club on the Oxford campus aimed at keeping the spirit of Dooley alive and strong. Dolls host tavern parties and participate in club fairs along with many other activities throughout the year. Above all, Dooley’s Dolls make the campus aware of Dooley’s visits while also supporting and protecting him.

The Oxford Dance company is an energetic club on campus that urges students to "move their souls". The main goal of the company is to produce a spring performance of student works for the Oxford community. The club also visits Emory and Atlanta dance performances and performs at colleges around Atlanta.

Oxford Dance Company

Dooley's Dolls
Drama Guild

The Oxford College Drama Guild promotes the craft of theatre. Through the two annual performances, student-directed plays, guest speakers and workshops, the Drama Guild exposes the community to the dramatic arts. It encourages students to participate in all aspects of the theatre.

Oxford Film Society

The Oxford Film Society is a club/organization that recognizes the strong need for film studies on campus. The Oxford Film Society has its own private screenings of films and organizes trips to off-campus theatres. The club discusses the different styles of filmmaking and will have film festivals with other clubs, serving an educational purpose for film enthusiasts. The Oxford Film Society also plans to write and produce their own films.
The Guitar and Mandolin Society is a group composed of individuals from varied musical backgrounds who wish to share their talents with the Oxford College community.

Honor Council

The Honor Council is comprised of students and faculty here on the Oxford campus. This council hears all cases involving breach of the Honor Code by students and educates the campus on the Honor Code at Oxford.

InterClub Council

The Interclub Council is designed as a forum for club presidents to discuss ideas, for them to be informed of school policies, and for the development of their personal and leadership skills.
ISO

ISO, the International Student Organization, fosters closer communication among the international students at Oxford. It tries to help them to have an easy and painless adjustment to a different culture.

Jewish Student Union

Founded in 1980, the Jewish Student Union exists to serve the spiritual and social needs of the Jewish students of Oxford College.
Kappa Omega

Kappa Omega is a selective membership social/service club which organizes many original events on the Oxford campus.

LBA

LBA, originally founded in 1980 by a group of girls to whom sisterhood and friendship was a virtue, has endured the years at Oxford with these key values at the core of the club. Today Les Belles Amies is a service, but primarily social club that provides its members and Oxford students with an environment conducive to the development of eternal friendship.
The Memory yearbook compiles all the various aspects of Oxford College, including profiles of students, faculty, and their lives on campus.

Editor's Note

I could never have completed this book without the help of so many people. Here are some very special thank yous.

To Advisor, Terry Elam, for allowing the staff to live in her office during the week of deadlines. Also for being supportive and always there for me.

To Jostens Representative Dale Bennett for a foundation that created an outstanding yearbook.

To Pat Brookshire, who helped tremendously and still carries her nick name "The Computer Goddess." I can not express my thanks to you.

To photographer Barry "Elvis" Stowe, "Thank ya, thank ya very much".

To all students, faculty, and everyone who helped with pictures and information.

To Jamie Golden, what can I say. You are the true editor.

To the Memory staff, it's hard to imagine that just the five of us did so much work. Thanks for your dedication. "I'm a caption, how 'bout you?"

To Shawn Devine, thank you so much for all the pictures and insight. You are the greatest.

To Res Life and Campus Life, I think the yearbook would have been a week late if we had to wait for Terry's printer.

To my residents on my hall for putting up with me during deadlines. I guess I should say the absence of your RA. I love you guys, "Let's watch Melrose."

To the faculty, staff, and student body of Oxford College. Thanks for the memories, without you there would be no reason for a yearbook.

Shawna L. Hoover
(Editor-in-Chief)
**Mu Epsilon Delta**

The objectives of Mu Epsilon Delta include the education of the student body about health related careers and the encouragement of health awareness for Oxford College. Some of our activities include the bringing in of a variety of guest speakers and health check programs for the students, faculty, and staff.

**Muslim Student Association**

The Muslim Student Association is a support group for Muslim students and offers educational programs for the campus community on issues regarding Islam.

---

Back row (l-r) – David Richards, Archana Chander, Esther Kim, Jennifer McDougall, Carey Dobbins, Ta Intirat, Angie Cobb, Pawan Singh, and Bo Rumbley. Middle row: left to right: Leanne German, An Nguyen, Lucy Bucci, Rita Dianati, Mariana Buntchih, Jeremy Vance, Genevieve Vidanes, E.J. Rovella, Shabir Rasiwala, Laura Bell, Dario Dieguez, and Josie James. Front row: left to right: Jeff Dunlap, Tony Rivera, and Matt Owen.

Marwan Salem, Mohammed Faruqui, Neda Babarchi, Natasha Patterson, Rachel Weatherspoon, Masheed Shula, Obse Ababiya, Dr. Reza Sandein.

Omicron Phi Omega

Omicron Phi Omega, is an Oxford selective service club. The purpose is to stimulate unity and promote cultural diversity among members and within Oxford, Covington, and the Atlanta area. Through service projects and community activities, Omicron Phi Omega has made a reputable impact and will continue to do so in the future. A few of the projects Omicron Phi Omega has been involved in are Habitat for Humanity, homeless shelter visits, serving in Atlanta soup kitchens, car washes, Carnival on the Quad, and many others.

Oxford Catholic Student Union

The Oxford Catholic Student Union is a club dedicated to strengthening faith and which strives to promote it in everyday life at Oxford. The goal this year was primarily to give service to the community and to make a difference in others’ lives.
Oxford Fellowship

Oxford Fellowship is an ecumenical Christian group that meets three times a week. There are biweekly worship services that usually include a student led devotional and some fellowship time. The club meets on Tuesday nights and the activities vary. Usually the students participate in a group discussion, there are occasional guest speakers, and sometimes there is just a fun night. Oxford Fellowship is involved with many volunteer projects each semester, the biggest of which is SERVE, a campus-wide volunteer day in the spring. Oxford Fellowship is a very open, honest group with completely open membership...no tap ins or selections...just welcoming grins.

PALS

Peer Assistance Leaders are a selected group of sophomores who greet incoming freshmen during orientation, lead freshman seminars, and help to bring the Oxford community together. Throughout the year, they were seen bringing spirit all over campus.


Not pictured: Misty Bateman, David Estrella, Sydney Huners, Lance Freeman, and Charlie Allen.

Back row (l-r) – Ron Bruno, Debbie Eunice, Matt Conners, John Liotta, Katherine Davis, Angela Miles, Jennifer McDougall. Middle row (l-r) – Jamie Golden, Kristen Gafric, Katie Bodycomb, Hildie Cohen, Angela Hunter, Audrey Jones, Samantha Le, Shalle McDonald. Front row: left to right- Zohar Edelkind, Heather Barber, Larissa Harris, Teresa Ball, Edye Nesmith.
Phi Theta Kappa is an honor society which symbolizes scholarship and ideals among students at two-year colleges. The members of Phi Theta Kappa represent the top academic 5% of the sophomore class at the beginning of the fall semester.

Phi Gamma Literary Society

Phi Gamma Literary Society is devoted to providing an outlet for poets and writers to express their work freely and openly. Several events are held throughout the year to support the artistic endeavors of the Oxford writing community. An open-mike poetry reading is held each semester, and students can place their work on the Phi Gamma conference in LearnLink. Two collections of poetry are created each year: "Verbal Assault", on view in the LEAP lounge, and "Entropy", distributed around campus. Besides organizing the above-mentioned events, the club also holds bimonthly meetings, and students are invited to come and read their works.

Left to right – Andrea Price, Ryan Caster, Gordon Hamrick, Mica Hilson. Not pictured: Jason Chue, Max Gunther, Tyler Gates, Beth Wright.


A Different...

Organizations
Photography & Art Club

The Oxford Photography and Art Club is a newly established organization that recognizes the need to promote the arts on campus. OPArt provides the time and materials for students interested in photography, drawing, sculpting and painting. Trips to the High Museum of Atlanta, murals on campus and student photography and art shows are just some of the activities open to art lovers on campus.

RA’s

Resident Advisors monitor residence hall life. One lives on each hall and is responsible for the well-being, comfort, and activities on their hall. These students help to bring a community atmosphere to the dorms.

Left to right - Teresa Ball, James Lee, Celeste Osinski, Sejal Choksi, Tony Rivera, Genevieve Vidanes, Kalpana Patel, Julie Szlam.

Not pictured: Tracy Ovnic, Shelly Arrowood, Michelle Brooks, Stephanie Vial, Sherrie Yang, Bill Washburn, Peter Ferraro, Jerimiah Walker, Saida Espinoza, Monique Jordan, Emily Howard, Masheed Shula, Claire Kenney, Laura Bell, Jennifer Taylor, Lorri Alston, Brand Bailey, Duran Sultani, Lindsay Bowers, Amy Judd, Heather Maxwell, Katie Atkins, Allyson Bohlen, Mahrow Shula, Melanie Marson, David Estrella, Paige Shindledecker, Bora Ju, Beth Wright, Wesley Gozon, Susan Finch, Kristi Geronilla, Clayton Miller, David Allen, Archana Chander, Jenell Stanley, Nicole Harris, Lianne German, Leigh Champion, Kyng Chu.

Back row (l-r) - Andrew Hogg, Hetal Patel, Steven Smith, Shawna Hoover, Keith Childers, Natasha Cenatus, Genevieve Vidanes, Tony Rivera, Clayton Miller. Front row (l-r) - Claudia Knop, Trent Spake, Heather Barber, Madina Vanjaria, Nicole Birch, Angela Miles, Melanie Marson, Toria Crichtow, Akin Toboku-Metzger.

Not pictured: Emily Heath
The purpose of the Residence Hall Association is to provide student leadership in matters of concern to the residents of Oxford College. It also promotes a variety of activities to meet student needs and serves as a student voice in promoting improvements in the residence halls. RHA gives students a chance to learn responsibility toward one another and their community.

ReVision is Oxford College’s organization that actively focuses on women’s issues. Membership is open to all students and faculty members who share the common goal of getting past old stereotypes. Activities include attending cultural events, sponsoring campus events like Rape Awareness Week, commemorating Black History Month, watching and discussing films, and organizing programs to address issues that affect women.
**Rotaract**

Rotaract is a social-service club at Oxford College which fosters the spirit of volunteerism as well as forms tight bonds between members. This year Rotaract has been very active, helping with the Covington Clothes Closet, participating in Carnival on the Quad, showing campus-wide movies, and co-sponsoring Toga tavern parties. Service to the community and the friendships within the club make Rotaract so special!

**ROSA**

ROSA, Rainbow Oxford Students Alliance, is Oxford’s club for gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and their straight supporters. The goal of ROSA is to make Oxford an open and accepting environment where lesbian, gay and bisexual faculty, staff, and students can live and work in cooperation. ROSA has weekly meetings, perform service projects, and invite speakers to keep the campus informed on lesbian / bisexual / gay issues.

*Left to right: Rachel Shalett, Michael Trotman, Julie Schwietert, Jason Chue, Taylor Smith, Mica Hilson.*
*Not pictured: Emily Heath.*

*Left to right: Rachel Shalett, Michael Trotman, Julie Schwietert, Jason Chue, Taylor Smith, Mica Hilson.*
*Not pictured: Emily Heath.*
Rugby

Oxford Rugby was originally developed to create additional activities for athletic persons on the Oxford campus. However, over the year, this group of people has developed a bond stronger than any other. Oxford rugby, although initially begun as just another Oxford club, has become a brotherhood forged in the blood and pain and desire of its members. Submerged in loyalty and with each individual member teeming with the desire to overcome and be victorious, Oxford rugby has proven to be quite successful both in inter-collegiate competition and in creating a unity that none of its members shall ever forget.

SAI

The Student Admission Association provided a service to the Oxford College community by helping to recruit potential students. Members hosted students overnight throughout the year, provided tours for prospective students, and welcomed accepted students and scholar candidates to Visitaton and Preview Days. Each member also had a group of students for which he or she was responsible for writing and calling throughout the year to share their experiences at Oxford. The admission staff offered dinners and other benefits periodically to express appreciation for all of the help these students gave. There are over 75 active members.
The Student Activities Committee (SAC) coordinates and plans social activities throughout the year for the entire campus. Some of the events that we have worked on this year include Fall Festival, the Rathskellar Music Series, formals, Casino Nite, different parties and many other activities. The committee is chaired by Kalpana Patel and members of the committee are students who want to help increase the social life on campus.

The Student Government association is the student governing body representing students in all areas of the college. The S.G.A. works to insure basic student rights and to respond to the desires, needs, and concerns of the general student body. The S.G.A. is composed of the elected Executive Committee and Student Senators who represent the various constituencies. All students are invited to attend meetings and any student may submit legislation to be discussed.
S.I.R.E. stands for Students Involved in Recycling and the Environment. Its purpose is to teach students about the environment and show them ways to help save it.

SHARK (Student Handling Alcohol Responsibilities on “Kampus”) is an active organization dedicated to raising awareness of drug and alcohol use and abuse. The group organizes educational events, speakers, games and social activities as well as sponsoring National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week (NCAAW) and Safe Spring Break Week. This year, SHARK was presented with a national award for last year’s NCAAW programs.

Descending staircase (l-r) - Julie Sok, Jennifer Johnson, Angela Hunter, Kevin Calloway, David C. Richards, Hildie Cohen, Brandy King, Katecia Patterson, Nunn Gallagher, Melicent Overton, Kim Clapp, David Estrella, Kalpana Patel.

Left to right - Jim Scott, Jerry Balew, Megan Elliot, Allen Sawyer, Max Gunther, Jen Jones, Nadine Malluche, Shannon Stallings.
The Spokesman

The Spokesman, Oxford's campus newspaper, informs, educates, and entertains the Oxford community and Emory affiliates about issues that concern or affect this campus. The staff goal is to establish an organized vehicle for a journalistic tradition at Oxford College.

Unidos

The purpose of this club is to create and maintain Hispanic identity and cohesiveness, as well as to promote the knowledge of Hispanic culture and heritage on the Oxford campus.
Volunteer Oxford is an organization offering campus and community volunteer opportunities to any student. Students may participate in regular service projects throughout the year which may include tutoring, babysitting, assisting at a homeless shelter, and hospital and nursing home volunteering. Some special projects include Carnival on the Quad, which is an on-campus benefit for underprivileged children.

Crossroads members hang out with their local friends.

Two Crossroads participants sing their hearts out in Few Cinema.
Young Democrats

The Oxford Young Democrats is a club committed to promoting the principles and policies of the Democratic Party. The Young Democrats function to promote political activism amongst Oxford students, and work to increase voter registration and awareness about today's leaders. True to form for the Democratic Party, the Oxford Young Democrats accepts members of all races, creeds, colors, and backgrounds to participate, and truly is the on-campus club for everybody.

Who's Who

This unique group is made up of a specified number of sophomores each spring semester that are selected on the basis of their leadership activities, service to the community, and academic performance. Numerous institutions of higher learning across the U.S. participate in Who's Who.

Back row (l-r) - Sherri Stinson, Erik Wilkinson, Jason Chue, Abby Yeun, Front row (l-r) - Angela Miles, Rita Dianati, Julie Schwietert, Mica Hilson.

Not pictured: Emily Heath, Kate Hummel-Glynn, Aimee Stowe, Shannon Stallings, Tinsley Waters, Jen Clarke, Molly Wilcox, Peter Ferraro, Danielle Xenos, Gordon Hamrick, Teresa Ball, Melissa Mylock, Amy Panter, Audrey Jones, Andrew Barton, Renee Cohen, Nicole Birch, Stephanie Bonsall, Maggie King, Holti Woods, Terri Lipscomb, Melvin Clements, Stephanie Geng, Krysta Clark, Becky Byers, Bill Washburn, Max Gunther, Yasir Rashid, Annie Marceaux, Sara Nied, Jimmy Villegas, Daniel Phelps, Sarah Krawiecki, Aman Amin, Peter Syribeys.
Angie Cobb and John Liotta playing around at a Dooley's Dolls retreat.

Marsha Amin, Aimee Baxt, and Edna Ortiz celebrate together after a successful dance company performance.

Twister, anyone?

Josh Stack and Neil Shaw learning a new vocation outside of Lil’s.
Campus Personnel

Campus personnel served as guides on campus to point out to students the many aspects of college life.
Deans

William Murdy
Dean of the College

Kent Linville
Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs

Joseph Moon
Associate Dean
for Campus Life
Desert Geology: This course combines a series of seminars with a field trip to a desert. The seminars are devoted to the study of selected topics pertaining to the study of deserts in general. The field trip includes direct observations of the Chihuahuan Desert community in southwest Texas for two weeks.
Social Problems: This seminar in social problems includes outside readings and discussions once a week for eight weeks during the fall semester. During January, ten days of intensive sessions are held in Atlanta, with observations in prisons, courts, hospitals, and other agencies dealing with social problems.
Bobbi Patterson discusses Religion 200 with Camille Perry.

Bo Rumbly takes a break on the front steps of Humanities Hall.

(Left to Right, Top to Bottom) Matthew Morris (Division Chairperson), William Sullivan, Lucas Carpenter, Kenneth Anderson, Kent Linville, Delia Nisbet, Maureen St. Laurent, Gretchen Schulz, Clark Lemmons, Maria Archetto. Not Pictured: Stacy Bell, Linda Carey, Clyde Faulkener, Ralph Hickman, John Moore, Hoyt Oliver, Bobbi Patterson, Zvi Shapiro, and James Warburton.
Physical Education

Shirley Darracott and daughter read Frosty the Snowman at the Christmas Party.

Seth Bussey and his Skin and Scuba Diving class show off their skills in the water.

(Left to Right, Top to Bottom) Gayle Doherty, Penny England, Charles Darracott, Richard Shappell (Division Chairperson), Judy Greer. Not pictured: Seth Bussey, Shirley Darracott, and Tony Harris.
Faculty Secretaries: Joy Budensiek and Melissa Shader, Not Pictured: Gloria Rigney

Secretary, Dean of College: Shelia Connors

Faculty Secretaries: Joy Budensiek and Melissa Shader, Not Pictured: Gloria Rigney

(Left to Right, Top to Bottom) Beth Haines, Anne Crudup, Kitty McNeil (Library Director), Jennifer Howard, Mary Landt, Cynthia Millsaps, and Debbie Cowan
Shawn Devine, Jeff Hale (Residence Life Coordinator), John Sugg, Judy Bir, Hugh Patterson, Katherine Horton, Rodney Holmes, Drake Sammons. Not Pictured: Jim Nuckles

Residence Life

Campus Life

Reta Cobb (Secretary, Dean of Campus Life), Terry Elam (Student Activities Director), and Joe Moon (Dean of Campus Life)
Seth Bussey
Intramural Coordinator

Sammy Clark
College Chaplain

Mary Cohen
Academic Coordinator

Andy Offit Irwin
Artist in Residence

(Left to Right, Top to Bottom) T. Burns, K. Kendrick, O. Jackson, P. McDonald, E. Williams.
Not Pictured: B. Walker (Director of Security)
Admissions & Financial Aid

Business Office

Records & Registration

(Left to Right, Top to Bottom) Tammy Camfield, Nita Kitchens, Kelly Stanbridge, Gail Garrett, Seth Tepher, Laura Beth Robbins, Jennie Taylor (Director), Karen Starnes, Maddie Monahan, Rebecca Milford-Floyd. Not Pictured: Linda McLeod

Faye Fuller, Judy Skinner, Rhonda Avery, and Don Wood (Director)

Alexa Davis and Ann Cargile
Rosemary Kriner (Director), and Jean Wycuff (Secretary)

Student Health

Student Counseling

Student Development

Susan Laird, John Lucy (Director of Counseling Services), and Nina Babot

Chris Hightower and Debbie Eunice
ARA Food Services

Custodians

Maintenance

Patterson's Janitorial Services

(Left to Right) Arthur Jefferies, Gene Davis (Manager Buildings and Grounds), and Gene Heard
The legend of Dooley all began in 1899 when a writer decided to vent his frustrations over the faculty and student body through the student publication, The Phoenix. The article did not mention the name of Dooley, but spoke of a skeleton purchased in 1850 and signed "C. A. W." This probably stood for Charles Anderson Weavers, a senior of that year. The formal introduction happened some ten years later, when Dooley wrote an article conveniently called, "By Way of Introduction." He explained his existence from the second floor of Pierce Science Hall as "a fleshless, bloodless, nerveless, brainless skeleton." Thus, the Spirit of Oxford was born.

Dooley continued to thrive on campus for a few years, until the college decided to move the campus into Atlanta. Apparently upset that he wasn't informed of the switch, Dooley did not resurface for some time before WWII. When he did make his appearance again, it was pro-student body and anti-faculty. Since then, Dooley spontaneously makes appearances, bearing letters of praise and admonishments which always seem to cause excitement among his followers.

For over a hundred and fifty years, Dooley has existed as the ghost that roams the college campus. He has become a permanent fixture of Oxford, especially during times when traditions seem to fail. Dooley is the true spirit of Oxford, and we, the students and faculty on campus, help to keep that spirit alive. In the words of Dooley: "Presidents may come; and presidents may go; students may come and professors may come and professors may go; students may come and students may go; but Dooley goes on forever."
As each student moves on from Oxford, she or he leaves with the tools to perceive the trials of life in a new light.
A Different Perspective

It's all in how you look at it ...

These are the two men that kept waking you up in the mornings.

So that is how they got the arches the same size.

Kalpana Patel, Wil Davenport, Mica Hilson, Jesse Furr and other concerned students help clean up the vandalism on Phi Gamma’s porch.

Claudia Knop, Andy Turke and friends scrub after vandalism on campus.

The big white columns in their early stages.
Jamie Golden is always hard at work in Terry's office. Terri Lipscomb and Maggie King enjoy working together in the gym.

Ali Hunter and Amechi Thomas try to stay warm during a late fire alarm.

Melanie Marson shows Keith Childers how to protect himself.
Wil Davenport and Mary Fish release stress while studying in the library.

Liz Mackey, Madina Vanjaria and Nann Gallagher always have a good time hanging out at Dickey.

Celeste Osinski, Terry Elam and Kathryn Hummel Glynn prepare for Women's History Month.

Matt Dishner and Bo Rumbly dressed up their togas with impressive hats.
Emily Heath hangs out of Humanities Hall to say hello.

Outside of Lil's is always a fun place to hang out.

Faculty and students get together to sing Christmas carols in the Student Center.

Dean Moon and Sammy Clark tell Santa what they want for Christmas.
Lucy Bucci and Amie Marcoux are ready for the summer time and less of the cold weather.

Keith Childers, Julie Bird, Wil Davenport, and Kim Ellison enjoyed the Valentine's Dinner sponsored by Rotaract.

Melanie Marson gets her face painted at Fall Fest by Alejandra Perdomo while Ron Bruno watches.

Clay Washington types his paper in the computer lab, where we can usually find him.
Affirmative Action

It was nearly three decades ago, after a series of race riots in Los Angeles, Nemwark and Detroit, that a commitment began to use race-based programs to improve the lives of blacks. It was called affirmative action. But in 1995-1996 affirmative action plans began to get weaker. The Supreme Court issued decisions making it harder to justify giving minorities and women preferences in awarding of federal contracts; and the Clinton Administration was reevaluating affirmative action programs.

Italicized names indicate campus personnel.
Hillary Clinton

First Lady Hillary Clinton had difficulty this year in finding an appropriate role for herself, one that Americans would be comfortable with, after her prominent leadership of the administration’s failed health-care reform campaign. She remained an important adviser to the president. But in public, Mrs. Clinton concentrated on tasks more traditionally associated with first ladies—tasks such as her crusades to improve the lives of women and children.

Boyz II Men

Boyz II Men, the Philadelphia-based quartet which is made up of tenors Wanya Morris and Shawn Stockman, Baritone Nathan Morris and bass Michael McCary has a presence on the top-selling charts for several years. They are more pop than either soul or rhythm and blues, but whatever their style, they are a massive successes.
The Million Man March

Hundreds of thousands of black men marched in Washington in a spirited rally for unity and brotherhood. The Million Man March was organized by Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan. Participants were optimistic that one of the outcomes of the peaceful day of praying, singing, and speaking would be more understanding between blacks and whites.
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The World Series

It took 30 years for the Atlanta Braves to win a World Series, but the fans say the wait was worth it. A sixth inning home run by David Justice gave the Braves a 1-0 victory over the Cleveland Indians for a 4-2 series triumph. The Braves had come close twice before, losing the Series in seven games to the Minnesota Twins in 1991 and in six games to Toronto in 1992.
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A Different...
Yitzhak Rabin

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, the war hero turned political leader who fearlessly pursued peace with the Palestinians, was assassinated on November 4, 1995. He was 74 years old when he was gunned down after a political rally.
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Blues Traveler

Blues Traveler is a down-home Tennessee band with a unique style. On their most recent album, “Four,” the group lets their talent shine through with the same catchy tunes. As one critic said: “These tunes can be described as a spicy combo of on-the-edge-rock ‘n’ roll and hard-line country/western bluegrass music.”

General Colin Powell

General Colin Powell was national security officer under President Reagan and was appointed chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff by President Bush. He came to national attention during the Persian Gulf War against Iraq and never left the public eye. Although he ruled out running for the president as a Democrat, he said he was always attracted to politics and early in the presidential campaign he looked much like a candidate.
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Bosnian Refugees

The civil war in the former continued as the 1995-96 school year began. Four years after the wars of Yugoslavia's destruction began, there was still no peace among the Croats and the Srbs and the Muslims. More than 3 million people have lost their homes, more than 200,000 have been killed and tens of thousands have become refugees. There remains a deep reservoir of bitterness throughout the former Yugoslavia, and NATO continues its attempt to bring peace to the Balkans.
Mickey Mantle

Mickey Mantle was one of the greatest baseball players who ever lived. From the time he broke into the major league in 1951, six months shy of his 20th birthday, until he retired following the 1968 season at the age of 37, Mickey Mantle inspired generations of fans with his power and ability. He died of a fast-spreading liver cancer at the age of 63, two months after a liver transplant.
Newt Gingrich

House speaker Newt Gingrich, a Republican congressman from Georgia, rose to the heights of Speaker of the House of Representatives. Gingrich was always considered a 1996 presidential candidate. He promised to overhaul more than a generation of social programs that began in the eras of the New Deal and the Great Society.
People who go to college are incredible. They go to classes. They read and absorb and are comprehensively tested on heavy amounts of various materials. They sleep very little. They eat themselves into oblivion. They kill themselves with several types of smoke. Someone is always sick. Someone is always complaining. They become attached to close friends. They smother each other. They lean too much. They think often of the past and want to go back. They know they cannot. They all have separate lives, families, perspectives, backgrounds, and pasts. They live totally different from how they used to live. They are frustrated and sometimes want to give up, but they never stop trying. They disregard health. They eat awful foods. They are forced to think about the future. They are scared and confused. They try to sort out their minds, which are filled with studies, worries, problems, memories, emotions—powerful feelings. They wander the halls looking for happiness. They hurt—a lot. They keep going, through, because above all else, they never stop learning, growing, changing, and most important dreaming. Dreams keep them going and they always will. All they can do is be thankful that they have something to hold unto, like dreams and each other. Oxford aids students in shaping their views of the present and the future.
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